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Abstract

The following report describes work performed under the LDRD program at Sandia National Laboratories October 2014 and September 2016. The work presented demonstrates the ability of Sandia Labs to develop state-of-the-art photonic devices based on thin film lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$). Section 1 provides an introduction to integrated LiNbO$_3$ devices and motivation for developing thin film nonlinear optical systems. Section 2 describes the design, fabrication, and photonic performance of thin film optical microdisks fabricated from bulk LiNbO$_3$ using a bulk implantation method developed at Sandia. Sections 3 and 4 describe the development of similar thin film LiNbO$_3$ structures fabricated from LiNbO$_3$ on insulator (LNOI) substrates and our demonstration of optical frequency conversion with state-of-the-art efficiency. Finally, Section 5 describes similar microdisk resonators fabricated from LNOI wafers with a buried metal layer, in which we demonstrate electro-optic modulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The following report describes work performed under the Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program at Sandia National Laboratories between October 2014 and September 2016. The material chosen highlights the ability of Sandia National Labs to develop new technology platforms for state-of-the-art photonic devices. In particular, we describe our work with thin film lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$) and our demonstration of efficient, low power, chip-scale optical frequency synthesis, as well as electro-optic modulation.

Efficient, chip-scale optical frequency synthesis at low power is essential for miniaturization and integration of photonic and quantum-optical systems. The development of precise frequency references, for example, typically requires second harmonic generation for self-referencing in octave spanning combs [1,2]; however, the available laser power and the low efficiency of the cascaded conversion processes required to generate the comb typically limit the power available in a single comb line to less than 1mW [3]. Efficient harmonic generation at very low powers is therefore a critical component for producing on-chip frequency references. Chip-scale frequency synthesis also provides an important tool for quantum information processing. Quantum memories, as well as single photon sources and detectors, often operate at visible wavelengths, where optical fiber losses are high [4]. Optical frequency conversion at the single photon level can provide a link between the visible and the near infrared for quantum systems, allowing these technologies to take advantage of low-loss transmission in optical fibers [5]. Nonlinear frequency conversion also provides a stable method for generating entangled photons [6]. Integrated entangled photon generation has so far been limited to low efficiency four wave mixing processes [7-9], or large foot-print periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguides [10,11]. Highly efficient three wave mixing in a micron-scale resonator represents a significant improvement in size, weight, and power for entangled photon generation.

In this report, we describe a method for phase matching nonlinear optical interactions in chip-scale photonic architectures, as well as our efforts to develop fabrication techniques for thin film lithium niobate. Our approach exploits a sub-wavelength thickness dielectric film and differing electromagnetic boundary conditions for orthogonal polarizations for the pump and signal. Using this method, we achieve robust dispersion compensation at room temperature, removing a primary obstacle to efficient optical frequency synthesis in integrated devices. We demonstrate phase-matched, doubly resonant second harmonic generation (SHG) and spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in thin film lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$) microresonators, achieving efficient optical frequency conversion at extremely low powers in a microfabricated system built with completely scalable fabrication techniques.

LiNbO$_3$ is an important material in nonlinear optics; its wide optical transparency window (350 nm – 5 µm) and large nonlinear susceptibility ($\text{d}_{33} = 31.5\text{pm/V}, \text{d}_{31} = \text{4.5pm/V}$) have led to its ubiquity in optical frequency conversion in bulk optics [12]. In miniaturized LiNbO$_3$ systems, there have been many reports of frequency conversion experiments in high Q, mm-scale LiNbO$_3$ whispering gallery resonators [13-17], including demonstrations of high conversion efficiency for SHG [13,14] and spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) [18] at low pump
powers. However, processing required to achieve a high quality surface finish (e.g. hand polishing) poses challenges for integration and further miniaturization of these devices.

The recent availability of single crystal LiNbO$_3$ as a sub-micron thickness film on top of a dielectric layer (LiNbO$_3$ on insulator, or LNOI) or on silicon has enabled high Q, micron-scale disk resonators [19-23]. There have been reports of SHG in several thin film LiNbO$_3$ microdisks [20-22], as well as microfabricated devices in other material systems [24-26]. A recent demonstration of aluminum nitride microring resonators with an SHG conversion efficiency of 2.5%/mW [27], as well an ab initio study by Johnson et al that predicts highly efficient doubly resonant frequency conversion in similar systems [28], suggest that imperfect phase matching may be responsible for limiting the performance of many of these devices, as achieved conversion efficiencies have been far less than the predicted maximum efficiencies based on the achieved system parameters such as resonator quality factors and mode volumes.

Our design uses birefringence and geometric dispersion [29] in thin films to achieve phase matching. We compensate for both normal material and normal resonator mode dispersion by exploiting the different electromagnetic boundary conditions for orthogonally polarized resonator modes. Using this novel method, which we refer to as geometric birefringent phase matching (gBPM), we show phase matched SHG and SPDC in 190 nm thick microdisks. We demonstrate SHG between fundamental resonator modes at 1544 nm and 772 nm, without periodic poling, with an internal conversion efficiency of 7.2% at 3mW of pump power. Although the signal power is not simply a quadratic function of pump power, this corresponds to approximately 2.4%/mW, nearly identical to the conversion efficiency reported in Ref 27. In contrast with Ref 27, we achieve this result without adjusting the temperature to dynamically adjust phase matching. We also emphasize that our method does not rely on modal dispersion of high-order resonator modes, achieving perfect phase matching using fundamental modes for both the pump and signal; this approach could provide advantages for future systems by, for example, taking advantage of better coupling to on-chip waveguide modes than would be possible with higher order modes.

In addition to SHG, we also demonstrate SPDC from 772 nm to 1544 nm in the same microdisk, capitalizing on the reversed interaction made possible with the same phase matching technique. The observed pair production rate of 27 kHz/µW is comparable to previously published figures in millimeter scale lithium niobate resonators, but because our production rate is so greatly enhanced by the reduced mode volumes, we can achieve this rate with a much lower quality factor.

In the following sections we provide detailed explanations of two separate methods for producing suspended thin film structures in LiNbO$_3$, as well as our demonstrations of efficient optical frequency synthesis and electro-optic modulation. The section describes a method for producing suspended thin film LiNbO3 microdisks using ion implantation of a bulk wafer. We also describe the optical performance of these devices and their potential applications in nonlinear optics. The second section details our work with commercially available LiNbO3 on insulator (LNOI) wafers. We discuss our experimental demonstrations of SHG and SPDC with state of the art efficiency using gBPM in LiNbO$_3$ microdisk resonators. The third section outlines
our work to create electro-optic modulators using similar microdisks fabricated from LNOI with a buried metal layer.
2. ION IMPLANTATION FOR LITHIUM NIOBATE PHOTONICS

Our fabrication approach is based on ion-implantation of a bulk LiNbO$_3$ wafer to achieve thin, suspended optical structures with much higher photonic performance than previously reported in bulk LiNbO$_3$ micromachining. The structures are fabricated using semiconductor processing techniques, without the use of high temperature reflow. This process represents an alternative to layer transfer methods, capable of producing high quality thin film LiNbO$_3$ photonic devices without heterogeneous integration. We use this process to produce thin film LiNbO$_3$ microdisks, with measured optical quality factors greater than 45,000 in the telecom band.

2.1 Micromachining Process

Our fabrication process for suspended microstructures in LiNbO$_3$ is based on an ion implantation of a bulk wafer. Patterning and etching through to the surface layer to a buried, ion-damaged layer defines the structures. The structures are then released by undercut etching, which selectively attacks the ion-damaged layer.

Fabrication steps are depicted in Figure 1. A z-cut LiNbO$_3$ wafer is implanted with 350 keV, $1.0\times10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$ dose of He, creating a buried layer of damaged LiNbO$_3$. A Cr/Si (500A/2000A) protect layer is used to protect the wafer surface and control the penetration depth of the ions. A SiO$_2$ hard mask prevents implantation in areas that will become support posts.

Cr, Si, and LiNbO$_3$ are patterned with a second oxide hard mask and dry etched to define the structures. Cr and Si are then removed. Finally, etching in HF undercuts into the ion-damaged LiNbO$_3$, releasing the structures.

Microdisks were fabricated with diameters ranging from 10-25µm, with final thickness measured by scanning electron microscopy from 165-400nm.
Figure 1. Process Flow for Suspended LiNbO$_3$ Structures

Figure 2 shows microscope and SEM images of a microdisk resonator fabricated with this process. Microdisks were fabricated with a range of diameters (10-25µm) and thicknesses (165-400nm). Optical characterization of microdisks is discussed in the next section.

Figure 2. LiNbO$_3$ Thin Film Microdisks
2.2 Optical Characterization of Microdisks

Fabricated microdisks are probed with a tapered optical fiber. A standard SMF-28 fiber is stretched over a hydrogen flame, reducing its diameter to approximately 1µm over a transition region of several millimeters. The taper transitions adiabatically index guided to air-clad, remaining single mode over our laser bandwidth (1480-1640nm). In the narrow tapered region, laser light is no longer completely confined inside the fiber and propagates partially in the air. When the edge of the microdisk is placed near the taper, light evanescently couples to whispering gallery modes of the disk.

The tapered region of the coupler is “dimpled” by pressing it against a cylindrical mold and annealing, creating a bend. This allows the coupler to more easily approach the disks, which are only a few microns tall, while remaining physically separated from the chip surface and edges. Figure 3 shows a schematic and photograph of the measurement apparatus, as well as micrographs of the dimpled taper and microdisk. A similar tapered fiber was fabricated from 780HP fiber for characterization from 765-783nm and 830-853nm.

The taper coupler is placed in close proximity to each microdisk, and the probe laser wavelength is tuned between 1480 and 1640nm to couple to whispering gallery modes of the disk [citation?]. The transmission spectrum for a 15µm diameter, 200nm thick microdisk is shown in Figure 4a. The free spectral range of the disk is approximately 2THz, or 17nm at 1550nm, and so the transmission spectrum in Fig. 4 includes several higher radial order modes. However, microdisks thinner than approximately 400 nm support only radially polarized (TE) modes of fundamental polar order.

The intrinsic (unloaded) quality factor $Q_0$ of each disk mode is extracted from a Lorentzian fit of the transmission spectrum (Fig. 4b). Typical intrinsic quality factors for modes our fabricated
microdisks in the 1550nm wavelength range are 20,000-40,000, with the highest measured $Q_0 = 45,300$. This corresponds to a finesse of approximately 500.

$Q_0$ was found to be lower for shorter wavelengths. The highest measured intrinsic quality factors for the 850nm and 775nm wavelength ranges were $Q_0 = 37,100$ and $Q_0 = 3,560$, respectively. We attribute this dependence of $Q_0$ on wavelength to increased scattering from surface defects at shorter wavelengths.

In contrast with prior work, the reported optical quality factors were achieved using only standard etching techniques and without the use of high temperature surface reflow.

![Figure 4. Transmission Spectrum and Quality Factor Measurement for LiNbO$_3$ Microdisk](image)

### 2.3 Discussion

Although this fabrication process is capable of producing thin film photonic structures from bulk LiNbO$_3$, there remain challenges for the development of high performance integrated devices in this platform. In particular, optical scattering from surface roughness remains a limitation in our implanted film microdisks. This source of optical loss degrades the device quality factors and represents the primary obstacle to achieving highly efficient nonlinear optical systems in these films.

In the following sections, we discuss an alternate approach based on commercial LiNbO$_3$ on insulator (LNOI) wafers. Although this process relies on more expensive substrates, the devices produced from this material show much lower surface roughness and correspondingly higher optical quality factors. We show that when the optical quality of the LiNbO$_3$ films is increased, state of the art optical frequency conversion can be achieved in a chip-scale LiNbO$_3$ system.
3. LITHIUM NIOBATE ON INSULATOR (LNOI)

3.1 Introduction and Motivation

This section describes the development of a system for efficient optical frequency conversion based on chip-scale, thin film LiNbO$_3$ structures. We use commercial LiNbO$_3$ on insulator (LNOI) substrates, which consist of a thin LiNbO$_3$ film on top of a 2 µm layer of silicon oxide, to produce suspended microdisk resonators. Although the wafers are more expensive than the bulk substrates used in the previous section, microdisks produced using this process show greatly reduced surface roughness, with a resulting increase in optical performance.

Using these microdisks, we develop a novel method for phase matching nonlinear optical interactions which relies on properties unique to thin film devices. We demonstrate optical frequency conversion with state of the art efficiency in these devices.

3.2 Design and Fabrication

Geometric Birefringent Phase Matching

Efficient nonlinear frequency conversion requires the interacting photons to satisfy specific relative phase requirements [30]. Momentum and energy conservation for doubly resonant SHG (and SPDC) in an azimuthally symmetric resonator require that:

\begin{align}
2 \times m_1 - m_2 &= \Delta m = 0 \quad (1) \\
2 \times f_1 - f_2 &= \Delta f = 0 \quad (2)
\end{align}

with identical expressions for degenerate SPDC. $m_1$ and $m_2$ are the eigenvalues of angular momentum of the pump and second harmonic (SH) resonator modes, respectively, and $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the resonant eigenfrequencies of the pump and SH mode, respectively. $\Delta m$ and $\Delta f$ ($\Delta \lambda$) represent momentum and energy mismatch between the pump and SH modes, and are zero for perfect phase matching.

Eq. 1 and 2 are would not typically be simultaneously satisfied in our system for two reasons: First, since LiNbO$_3$ exhibits normal material dispersion ($n_1 < n_2$), doubling $m$ will less-than-double $f$ for modes confined in the disk. Second, our disks also exhibit normal geometric dispersion. This arises since the disks have sub-wavelength thickness, and the longer wavelength pump mode extends more outside the microdisk than the SH mode. The SH mode therefore has a lower effective index ($n_{1,\text{eff}} < n_{2,\text{eff}}$). In our devices, geometric dispersion is stronger than material dispersion, leading to $\Delta f >> 0$.

Selecting orthogonal polarizations for the pump and SH, however, can provide a solution to the phase matching problem. For a disk much thinner than both wavelengths, a significant fraction of
the energies for both the pump and SH modes are forced into the air, reducing their effective refractive indices. Because of the different electromagnetic boundary conditions for light polarized perpendicular (TM) and parallel (TE) to the substrate, TM modes are more strongly affected than TE modes, as depicted in Fig. 6. We show here that this geometric birefringence is strong enough to compensate for both normal material dispersion and normal geometric dispersion to achieve perfect phase matching in thin film LiNbO$_3$ microdisks.

Figure 6 outlines geometric birefringent phase matching (gBPM) for SHG in thin film microdisks. An azimuthally symmetric, 2D Finite element method simulation (Fig. 5,6) is used to determine the eigenfrequencies, $f_1$ and $f_2$, for the pump and SH modes of disks with varying geometries and $m_1/m_2$ pairs.

We first choose a target disk thickness near 200 nm. We simulate microdisks with varying radii and $m_1/m_2$ pairs that satisfy Eq. 1. For each $m_1/m_2$ pair, we calculate $f_1$ and $f_2$ for each polarization as a function of thickness. We adjust the radius and repeat the process until we identify a pump and SH mode which 1) satisfy Eq. 2 and 2) are inside our desired optical frequency ranges. The results for a particular case are plotted in Fig. 6. The TE pump mode and a TM SH mode are phase matched ($f_1 = 193.41$ THz, $f_2 = 386.83$ THz; $m_1 = 118$, $m_2 = 236$) at a thickness of 190 nm and a radius of 20.62 µm. More details of the gBPM method, including discussion of compensation for film thickness variation, are provided in the next section.
Microdisk Fabrication and Characterization

Figure 7 shows a simplified fabrication procedure for LNOI microdisks, as well as optical and scanning electron micrographs of completed disks. Microdisks were produced with radii varying from 10 to 27.5 µm and thicknesses from 180 to 200 nm. We fabricate an array of microdisks with the nominal radius stepped by 12 nm, in order to account for variations in thickness and radius due to processing.

A tapered fiber probe [26,31,32] was used to couple light into and out of the disks (Fig. 8). The highest intrinsic (unloaded) optical quality factors measured were 570,000 for the 1550 nm wavelength range and 75,500 for the 775 nm wavelength range.
In order to experimentally verify phase matching, transmission spectra were recorded at the pump and signal wavelength ranges (Fig. 8) for a microdisk thickness 189.4 nm and radius 20.016µm using a single tapered fiber [26]. Laser wavelengths were recorded using a wave meter with resolution of 150 (200) MHz at 1550 (775) nm, ensuring accuracy of the spectral overlap of the resonator modes to 1/4 of the loaded pump linewidth. In order to determine $m_1$ and $m_2$, the measured transmission spectra were compared with FEM simulations, described in the previous section. The measured mode wavelengths ($\lambda_1 = 1544.15$, $\lambda_2 = 772.075$) and deduced azimuthal mode numbers ($m_1 = 121$, $m_2 = 242$) match the FEM simulated values for our actual disk geometry, and satisfy the phase matching requirements in Eq. 1 and 2. We note that we cannot determine $m$ to better than ± 1, due to limited precision in measuring the geometry and refractive index of the microdisks. However, this uncertainty results only in a slight shift of the optical frequencies, and so the phase matching process is robust to this limitation, provided that the frequency conversion remains in the desired frequency window.
3.3 Second Harmonic Generation

To predict the conversion efficiency for doubly resonant SHG in the same microdisk, we adopt a coupled mode model similar to that developed in Ref 28. A major addition to our model is the inclusion of coherent backscattering (CBS) [33] of the pump. CBS is evident from the splitting of pump modes into resolved doublets (Fig. 8), and is represented in our model by the addition of two equations for the counter propagating modes. The coupled equations describing our system are:

![Diagram of Second Harmonic Generation Phase Matching](image)
where \(a_{1,\text{cw}}\) and \(a_{1,\text{ccw}}\) (\(a_{2,\text{cw}}\) and \(a_{2,\text{ccw}}\)) are the complex cavity field amplitudes of the clockwise and counterclockwise circulating pump (SH) modes, normalized such that \(|a|^2\) is the cavity energy in each mode; \(\Omega_1\) and \(\Omega_2\) are the frequency detuning of the pump and second harmonic from the cavity modes; \(\kappa_1\) and \(\kappa_2\) are the loss rates of the pump and second harmonic due to scattering, material absorption, and waveguide extraction; \(\kappa_{1,w}\) and \(\kappa_{2,w}\) are the loss rates due only to waveguide extraction; \(\kappa_{2s}\) is the rate of coherent backscattering of the pump mode; \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\) are the angular frequencies of the pump and second harmonic; \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\) are nonlinear coupling coefficients. They describe effective nonlinearities based on material nonlinearity and the spatial overlap of the modes, and their calculation is described in the supplement. The SH power extracted from the taper probe is \(\sqrt{2 \kappa_{2,w} a_{2,\text{cw}}^2}\).

We solve these equations numerically in steady-state (assuming that the time derivatives are zero), using the parameters extracted from transmission spectra (see supplement for details). The same tapered fiber probe used to obtain transmission spectra is used to pump the microdisk at 1544 nm and extract the SH signal at 772 nm. The experimentally measured SH output power and efficiency are shown as a function of pump power, along with the values predicted by our model, in Figure 9. Reported values represent the internal conversion efficiency of the microdisk, with pump and SHG power calibrated to account for losses in the taper. Taper loss calibration is discussed in the next section.

The maximum output power at 772 nm achieved in our experiment is 256\(\mu\)W at a pump power of 3.14\(\text{mW}\), or a conversion efficiency of 7.18%. This conversion efficiency is more than 20\(\times\) the highest reported value in thin film LiNbO\(_3\) at the same pump power [22].
As in Ref. 28, our model (Eq. 3-6) predicts a “critical” pump power, at which maximum conversion efficiency occurs (Fig. 10). The critical power for our system is 10.0 mW, with a conversion efficiency of 7.3%. However, above approximately 3 mW of pump power, we observe the onset of photorefractive damage. The SHG conversion efficiency is reduced, accompanied by a reduction in the resonator mode quality factors, changes which persist after reducing the pump intensity. Annealing the sample at 70°C for 30 minutes is sufficient to reverse the damage, but it is not possible to obtain reliable SHG results at higher pump powers due to the onset of damage. Doping the LiNbO\(_3\) device layer with MgO should increase the optical damage threshold by a factor of approximately 100 [34], allowing us to easily reach the critical power, which has not yet been experimentally observed.
Our conversion efficiency and critical power are also limited by two separate considerations: coherent backscattering of the pump and inability to independently control the pump and signal waveguide loading rates. Reducing coherent backscattering of the pump to the material limit could produce a conversion efficiency of 7% at less than 100 µW of pump power. The use of a second taper probe or integrated waveguides to increase the pump loading rate could increase our SHG conversion efficiency to more than 20% at the same pump power. Details are discussed in the next section.

### 3.4 Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion

The phase matching condition for degenerate SPDC is identical to that for SHG. We are therefore able to achieve a bright source of pair photons at $\lambda_1$ by changing the pump laser to the SH wavelength, $\lambda_2$. The damage threshold power at these wavelengths is considerably lower in this configuration leading to even stricter limits on available useful pump power. Once again, MgO doping should increase this threshold considerably [34].

As shown in Fig. 11, we see the characteristic linear pair production rate as a function of pump power as expected from SPDC [17]. Additionally, we confirm that pair generation is occurring.
through coincidence counting. Fig 11 shows the expected coincidence spectrum as well as the measured spectrum.

The fringes in the spectrum are due to the doublet nature of the pump mode. The splitting apparent in the transmission scans around 1550 nm (see supplement) is attributable to the condition $\kappa_2 > \kappa_1$, meaning that photons at $\lambda_1$ are more likely to coherently backscatter into the counter-propagating mode than they are to decay out of the cavity. Because the $\lambda_2$ does not have this property, there is a negligible amount of power propagating counter to the pump. The phase matching condition for SPDC (and SHG) is only for co-propagating modes at the two wavelengths. This means that SPDC happens in a single direction. However, due to the relative rates of backscatter and decay, we see multiple fringes in the coincidence spectrum where one or both of the photons emerge from the microdisk traveling against the pump direction and are not counted. Further details of this interaction are still under investigation.

![Figure 11. Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion](image)

### 3.4 Discussion

In this work, we present a novel phase matching technique for thin film nonlinear optical interactions. Our method, which we refer to as geometric birefringent phase matching, exploits geometric birefringence in the thin film to achieve perfect phase matching without periodic poling. Using this technique, we demonstrate second harmonic generation and spontaneous parametric down conversion in doubly resonant microdisks fabricated from thin film $\text{LiNbO}_3$. Pumping and extracting with a single tapered fiber probe, we show SHG at mW level pump powers, with more than 20× the efficiency of the best previous result in $\text{LiNbO}_3$ [22] and nearly identical to recently published results in aluminum nitride [27]. We also reverse the pump and
signal wavelengths to demonstrate spontaneous parametric down conversion, which has an identical phase matching condition, using the same microdisk.

These demonstrations represent an important step toward low power, chip-scale optical frequency synthesis. We believe that this demonstration, along with continuing advances in processing technology for thin film LiNbO$_3$ [23,35] can lead to novel architectures for fully integrated optical frequency synthesis, with important implications for frequency metrology and quantum information systems.
4. LNOI FREQUENCY CONVERSION – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4.1 Geometric Birefringent Phase Matching

Efficient nonlinear frequency conversion requires that the interacting waves maintain a fixed phase relationship. In general, normal material dispersion prevents phase matching. In thin films, however, phase matching can be realized by selecting orthogonal polarizations for the pump and signal modes. The differing electromagnetic boundary conditions for the two polarizations allow us to use geometric dispersion to compensate for material dispersion, satisfying the phase matching condition. We refer to this method as geometric birefringent phase matching (gBPM). We provide two examples of gBPM for second harmonic generation (SHG) in thin film LiNbO₃: the first is for a rectangular waveguide; the second is for a doubly resonant microdisk.

Rectangular Waveguide Example

In a rectangular, air-clad waveguide, the phase matching for SHG is simple: the effective index of the pump and signal modes must be equal. In LiNbO₃, which exhibits normal material dispersion, the bulk refractive index for 775 nm light is higher than the refractive index for 1550 nm light.

Figure 12 shows the effective index of the fundamental waveguide mode with $\lambda_1 = 1550$ nm and $\lambda_2 = 775$ nm, for each polarization, as a function of thickness, for a 1.5 µm wide waveguide made of z-cut, thin film LiNbO₃. The corresponding cross-sectional electric field profiles at waveguide thicknesses of 184 nm, 600 nm, and 1µm are shown in Fig. 12.

In a thick waveguide, the waveguide modes are strongly confined to the LiNbO₃, and the effective indices of the two modes approach their bulk indices. For thinner waveguides, the modes are forced outside the waveguide into the air, lowering their effective indices. Because of the differing electromagnetic boundary conditions for light polarized perpendicular (TM) and parallel (TE) to the substrate, this effect is stronger for TM modes than for TE modes. The effective index for TM modes is therefore a stronger function of thickness than the effective index for TE modes. For thin waveguides, the effective index of a TM second harmonic mode can be lowered enough to equal the effective index of a TE pump mode, completely compensating for material dispersion.

For a TE pump mode and a TM second harmonic mode, the effective indices become equal at a thickness of 184 nm, as shown in Fig. 12a. A suspended thin film LiNbO₃ waveguide with a width of 1.5µm and a thickness of 184 nm can therefore be perfectly phase matched for SHG from 1550 nm to 775 nm using gBPM.
Microdisk Example

In a microdisk, the phase matching conditions for doubly resonant SHG are

\[ 2 \times m_1 - m_2 = \Delta m = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ 2 \times f_1 - f_2 = \Delta f = 0 \]
\[ (2 \times \lambda_2 - \lambda_1 = \Delta \lambda = 0) \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) the azimuthal mode orders of the pump and SHG mode, respectively, and \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) are the resonant eigenfrequencies of the pump and SH mode, respectively. \( \Delta M \) and \( \Delta f(\Delta \lambda) \) represent momentum and energy mismatch between the pump and SHG modes, and are zero for perfect phase matching. This condition is less intuitive, but is analogous to, the phase matching condition for the rectangular waveguide.

Figure 13a shows \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) for the fundamental resonator mode with \( m_1 = 121 \) and \( m_2 = 242 \), for each polarization, as a function of thickness, for a 20.016 \( \mu \)m radius microdisk made of z-cut,
thin film LiNbO$_3$. The corresponding cross-sectional electric field profiles at waveguide thicknesses of 189 nm, 600 nm, and 1µm are shown in Fig. 13b.

Similar to the case for the waveguide, for a thick microdisk, normal material dispersion prevents phase matching. The resonator modes are confined strongly to the disk, and $\Delta f > 0$. As for the waveguide case, for a thin disk, gBPM can be used to cancel material dispersion. For a TM second harmonic mode and a TE pump mode, $\Delta f = 0$ for a microdisk thickness of 189.4 nm. The corresponding pump and SH wavelengths for the two resonator modes are 1544.16 nm and 772.08 nm. Doubly resonant SHG is therefore possible using these two cavity modes.

In both the case of the waveguide and the resonator, it should be noted that the phase matching condition for degenerate spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) is identical to the phase matching condition for SHG. A structure where gBPM is used to phase match SHG will then also be valid for phase matched SPDC.

**Compensation for Microdisk Thickness Variation**

In order to account for local thickness variation in the LNOI wafers, the phase matching analysis is repeated for the actual thickness of each sample. In Fig. 14, we plot $\Delta f$ as a function of radius.
for several adjacent \( m_1/m_2 \) pairs for our actual disk thickness of 189.4 nm. Each x-intercept gives the radius for a phase matched disk, with a corresponding pair of pump and SH wavelengths, plotted in S3. We find that a microdisk with radius 20.016\( \mu \)m is phase matched, with the following values: \( m_1 = 121, m_2 = 242; f_1 = 194.15 \) THz (\( \lambda_1 = 1544.15 \) nm), \( f_2 = 388.29 \) THz (\( \lambda_2 = 772.075 \) nm).

![Figure 14. Geometric Birefringent Phase Matching for 189.4nm Thickness Lithium Niobate Microdisk](image)

### 4.2 Microdisk Quality Factor, Loss Rates

Microdisk whispering gallery mode quality factors are calculated from transmission spectra, using the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 15. The same tapered fiber probe is used for 1550 nm and 775 nm characterization. High Q resonator modes in the 1550 nm range show a doublet structure due to coherent backscattering, and are fit with the expression:

\[
T = \left| 1 + \frac{2 \kappa_w (i(\omega - \omega_0) - \kappa_w - \kappa_i)^2}{\kappa_{SS} + (i(\omega - \omega_0) - \kappa_w - \kappa_i)^2} \right|^2
\]

where \( \kappa_i \) and \( \kappa_w \) are the intrinsic and waveguide loss rates, respectively, and \( \kappa_{SS} \) is the rate of coherent backscattering. The intrinsic resonator quality factor is

\[
Q_i = \frac{\omega}{\kappa_i}
\]

The highest quality factors measured in our LNOI microdisks were 575,000 (1550 nm) and 75,500 (775 nm). The corresponding transmission spectra and fits are shown in Fig. 15.
The values used to model the SH power and efficiency in the main text were extracted using the same expressions. However, we were unable to accurately determine the waveguide loading rate for the pump wavelength during SHG. Mechanical instability of the taper probe over the time required to move fiber connections and change the laser power caused the position of the taper to drift, changing the loading rate significantly. $k_w$ was therefore used as a fit parameter for the coupled mode model, constrained within the experimentally observed values for the pump resonator mode.

4.3 SHG Model Parameters

The following parameters for the SHG model were extracted from the transmission spectra using the experimental configuration in Fig. 15.

$\Omega_1 = \Omega_2 = 0$, $\kappa_1 = 1.77$ GHz, $\kappa_2 = 42.9$ GHz, $\kappa_{1,w} = 0.71$ GHz, $\kappa_{2,w} = 13.6$ GHz, $\kappa_{\text{BS}} = 2.86$ GHz

$\omega_1 = 1.22 \times 10^{15}$ rad/s, $\omega_2 = 2.44 \times 10^{15}$ rad/s

The SHG power/efficiency data was then collected without moving the tapered fiber probe, in order to ensure correspondence of the model with the experimental system.

Nonlinear coupling coefficients ($\beta$) were calculated according to [Johnson], using the following expressions:
In order to calculate \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \), we use the same 2D axisymmetric model described in the main text to solve for the eigenmodes of our resonator. A microdisk with thickness 189.4 nm and radius 21.016 µm, with \( m_1 = 121 \) (\( m_2 = 242 \)) was simulated. The TE pump mode and TM second harmonic mode wavelengths were found to be 1544.16 and 772.08 nm. The corresponding electric field profiles were numerically integrated to calculate \( \beta_1 = 20.29 - 0.00053i \) and \( \beta_2 = 10.14 + 0.00026i \).

### 4.4 Taper Loss Calibration

Here we calculate the transmission coefficient for the taper at each wavelength, from each side, to account for loss of optical power in the taper. The results for SHG and SPDC power and efficiency presented in the main text represent the internal conversion efficiency of the microdisk, with the pump and signal powers scaled by the appropriate transmission coefficients for each experiment.

In order to calculate the taper transmission coefficients, we first measure the taper transmission at \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \). \( T_{1, \text{total}} = 9.2\% \) and \( T_{2, \text{total}} = 9.2\% \) If the taper loss is symmetric, then the transmission to/from the microdisk from either side of the taper is simply the square root of the total transmission, e.g. \( T_{1, \text{left}} = 30.3\% \)

However, the losses for each wavelength are not necessarily symmetric. In order to calculate the relative loss from each side at \( \lambda_1 \), we first identify an observable, power-dependent effect in the resonator: a change in the resonance shape due to thermal bistability. We then measure the ratio of the laser power required to achieve the same amount of resonance distortion when pumping from the left or the right:

\[
\frac{P_{1, \text{left}}}{P_{1, \text{right}}} = 1.5849 \\
\frac{P_{2, \text{left}}}{P_{2, \text{right}}} = 0.4875
\]

The single sided transmission of the taper at each wavelength can then be calculated:

\[
T_{1, \text{left}} = \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{right}}}{P_{1, \text{left}}}} = 0.240
\]
4.5 Improving System Performance

There are several possible improvements to the system which can increase the SHG conversion efficiency and/or lower the “critical” power at which maximum conversion efficiency occurs. In addition to increasing the intrinsic quality factors of the modes and raising the optical damage threshold, we have identified two important ways to improve the system performance: 1) Increase the loading rate of the pump waveguide and 2) reduce the rate of coherent backscattering of the pump. Using the measured system parameters discussed in the main text, we use our coupled mode model to predict the system performance if these parameters can be improved.

**Pump Waveguide Loading Rate**

The use of a single taper for pump and signal is convenient, but it does not allow for independent control of the waveguide loading rates $\kappa_{1,w}$ and $\kappa_{2,w}$. In particular, the pump mode is undercoupled in the results presented in the main text. Figure 16 shows the SHG conversion efficiency, calculated from our coupled mode model, if $\kappa_{1,w}$ is increased, while holding all other parameters constant. If the pump loading rate is increased from 1 GHz to 7 GHz, the maximum conversion efficiency increases from 7.3% to 25% (at the cost of slightly increasing the critical power). We can easily achieve values this high for $\kappa_{1,w}$ if the position and diameter of the taper are optimized for the pump, but the use of a single taper prohibits independently optimizing the waveguide loading rate for each mode.

Independent control of the waveguide loading rates can be achieved either by using multiple tapers or integrated waveguides.

\[
T_{1,right} = \sqrt{\frac{T_{1,total}}{P_{1,\text{left}}}} = 0.381
\]

\[
T_{2,left} = \sqrt{\frac{T_{2,total}}{P_{2,\text{right}}}} = 0.424
\]

\[
T_{2,right} = \sqrt{\frac{T_{2,total}}{P_{2,\text{left}}}} = 0.207
\]
Coherent Backscattering Rate

Although coherent backscattering of the 1550 nm microdisk whispering gallery modes leads to interesting dynamics for SPDC photon timing correlations, it represents a loss mechanism with respect to both SHG and SPDC conversion efficiency. In Figure 17, we again use our coupled mode model to predict the system SHG performance if the backscattering rate $\kappa_{BS}$ is lowered.

The measured value of $\kappa_{BS}$ for our SHG pump mode is 2.86 GHz. Reducing $\kappa_{BS}$ to 100 MHz would increase the conversion efficiency from 7.2% to 12.5% and decrease the critical pump power from 10 mW to 1.1 mW. Reducing $\kappa_{BS}$ further has little effect on the efficiency or critical power. The material limit for the coherent backscattering rate in LiNbO$_3$ has previously been estimated to be 10 MHz, so 100 MHz represents a conservatively achievable value.

Reducing $\kappa_{BS}$ requires a reduction of the microdisk sidewall roughness, which is a fabrication challenge. Improved etching of the resonator sidewalls could decrease the sidewall roughness. Additionally, there have been demonstrations of decreased sidewall roughness via high temperature reflow of the microdisk surface, although this method poses additional challenges for integration.
Figure 17. SHG Conversion Efficiency for Different Coherent Backscattering Rates
5. ELECTRO-OPTIC MODULATION

In addition to applications in nonlinear optics, LiNbO$_3$ is also a standard material for electro-optics. In this section, we demonstrate the electro-optic modulation of resonator modes in thin film microdisks produced using fabrication techniques similar to those described in the previous two sections. An electric field applied between a probe placed above the disk and a metal plane integrated into the LNOI substrate modifies the resonator refractive index, resulting in a displacement of the optical mode.

5.1 Fabrication

Z-cut lithium niobate wafers were obtained commercially from Nanoln. The wafers consisted of a top 400nm thick crystalline z-cut lithium niobate layer on top of a 2um silicon dioxide layer and a 30nm chromium / 100nm gold / 10nm chromium metal layer, all on top of a z-cut lithium niobate handle wafer. Microdisk optical resonators were defined by ebeam lithography using ZEP520A as the resist. The disks were etched using a simple argon ion beam using the resist layer as the etch mask. The devices were then undercut using a benchtop vapor hydrofluoric acid process leaving undercut lithium niobate disks attached by an oxide pedestal to the underlying metal layer. This process is illustrated in Figure 18.
An optical micrograph of a fabricated microdisk is shown in Figure 19. The metal plane is exposed in the area around the disk, allowing contact with an electrical probe, as shown in Figure 20.

![Figure 19. Fabricated LiNbO₃ Electro-Optic Microdisk](image)

### 5.2 Experimental Results

Optical modes of the microdisk resonators are interrogated using the tapered fiber probe described in previous sections. Applying an electrical potential between a metal probe placed above the microdisk and the metal ground plane integrated into the substrate (Figure 20), we produce a refractive index change in the microdisk via the electro-optic effect. This index change results in a lengthening or shortening of the effective resonator circumference, depending on the sign of the applied voltage, shifting the wavelength of the optical resonator modes.
The displacement of the resonator modes (Δλ) is plotted as a function of the applied voltage (ΔV) in Figure 21. Two separate modes are evaluated for each optical polarization. Optical modes polarized perpendicular to the substrate (TM) experience a larger shift than modes polarized parallel to the substrate (TE), due to the difference in the relevant components of the electro-optic tensor (r_{33} > r_{31}).

Also plotted in Figure 21 are the results of a finite element method model which predicts our system’s behavior. The lines plotted assume a 20 µm gap between the top electrode and the microdisk surface, and the microdisk dimension modeled are identical to the measured dimensions of the disks corresponding to the experimental data.
5.2 Discussion

This demonstration of electro-optic modulation in thin film LiNbO$_3$ microdisks represents a first step toward creating more efficient amplitude and phase modulators, as well as modulators integrated with other photonic systems. Thin film structures offer tight confinement of light and can be routed for long distances on a chip. Metalized LNOI wafers provide a platform for realizing novel electro-optic device architectures at the chip scale.
6. CONCLUSION

In this report, we have described work done under the LDRD program at Sandia National Laboratories to produce reduced dimensionality lithium niobate microsystems. We have demonstrated two methods for fabricating thin film LiNbO$_3$ suspended structures. The first, based on ion implantation of a bulk substrate, was used to produce optical microdisk resonators from a commercial bulk LiNbO$_3$ wafer. The second approach used commercial LiNbO$_3$ on insulator (LNOI) wafers. Although this process relies on more expensive substrates, the devices produced from this material show much lower surface roughness and correspondingly higher optical quality factors. Using thin film microdisks, we demonstrate optical second harmonic generation and spontaneous parametric down conversion with state-of-the-art efficiency, as well as electro-optic modulation.
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